Cadillac problems

Has your vehicle been recalled? Search our complete Cadillac recall list for the latest updates
and safety reports on your vehicle. Visit SaferCar. Your complaint information will be entered in
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's vehicle owner complaint database and
used with other complaints to determine if there is a safety-related defect trend. Over 34 million
vehicles in the United States and many million more worldwide are involved in Takata airbag
recalls, which have occurred as far back as Find out if your vehicle is on the list. Read More.
General Motors is recalling 68, '14 Cadillac ATS and 21, Cadillac CTS sedans because the driver
may not be able to shift the transmission in or out of gear. General Motors is recalling 1,
vehicles, including the Cadillac ATS, because the brake lamps may flash intermittently and the
cruise control may disengage. GM announced six new recalls covering 8. General Motors is
recalling 16, Cadillac CTS sedans with all-wheel drive to fix a problem that may result in
unintended airbag deployment. General Motors is recalling 4, '07 Cadillac CTS-V vehicles in
cold-weather states because road salt may cause corrosion and cause brake fluid to leak. GM is
recalling 3. General Motors is recalling Cadillac ELR plug-in hybrid coupes because the
electronic stability control system may malfunction. General Motors is recalling 54, vehicles,
including the Cadillac Escalade, because of two "scenarios" that may cause the vehicle to roll
away. General Motors is recalling 50, Cadillac SRX crossovers because faulty transmission
software may cause acceleration lag. General Motors is recalling 26, vehicles, including the
Cadillac SRX, because a software problem may lead to a loss of engine braking. General Motors
is recalling 63, '14 Cadillac XTS sedans to fix a problem with brake booster corrosion. General
Motors is recalling 1, vehicles, including the Cadillac XTS, because the brake lamps may flash
intermittently and the cruise control may disengage. General Motors is recalling 12, Cadillac
XTS vehicles because of a problem with the rear-seat head restraints. Help us keep it that way
by turning off your ad blocker for our site. We can understand why it may frustrate you to
receive this message. Please hear us out on this one. New Car Pricing. Used Cars for Sale. Car
Reviews. My Account Saved Inventory. Saved Searches. My Trade-in Values. Favorite Models.
Cadillac Recalls Has your vehicle been recalled? Takata Airbag Recall. Recall summaries for
new and used Cadillac vehicles. Read More General Motors is recalling 1, vehicles, including
the Cadillac ATS, because the brake lamps may flash intermittently and the cruise control may
disengage. Read More General Motors is recalling 16, Cadillac CTS sedans with all-wheel drive
to fix a problem that may result in unintended airbag deployment. Cadillac Deville GM is
recalling 3. Read More General Motors is recalling 54, vehicles, including the Cadillac Escalade,
because of two "scenarios" that may cause the vehicle to roll away. Read More GM announced
six new recalls covering 8. Read More General Motors is recalling 50, Cadillac SRX crossovers
because faulty transmission software may cause acceleration lag. Read More General Motors is
recalling 26, vehicles, including the Cadillac SRX, because a software problem may lead to a
loss of engine braking. Read More General Motors is recalling 1, vehicles, including the Cadillac
XTS, because the brake lamps may flash intermittently and the cruise control may disengage.
Most Researched Vehicles. Car Maintenance. Compare Popular Vehicles. More on Edmunds.
New Car Ratings. The XLR roadster comes with a retractable roof system that is supposed to
give owners the option of riding around with the top down. Unfortunately, a problem with the
adhension of the roof means owners may suddenly find themselves riding arâ€¦. We know
there's more problems than this. Let us know which one you'd like to see us cover next.
Sometimes it helps just to tally up the complaints and see where the biggest stacks are. Use
this information to learn about troublespots or to run for the hills. Full Lists on CarComplaints.
Running tally of owner grievances filed to CarComplaints. XLR owners have made so many
complaints about the roof detatching from the frame that it sparked a federal investigation back
in February of But during the course of that investigation, safety regulators discovered that
most of the complaints happened more than 10 years after the cars were manufactured and that,
along with what they're calling a "relatively low incident report rate", wasn't enough to issue a
recall. NHTSA will look at degradation problems with the adhesive used to secure the outer roof
panels to the roof frames. If they find a quality issue it's likely they'll issue a recall. XLR Roof
Detatches The XLR roadster comes with a retractable roof system that is supposed to give
owners the option of riding around with the top down. Unfortunately, a problem with the
adhension of the roof means owners may suddenly find themselves riding arâ€¦ Continue What
Are We Missing? Tagged investigation Posted on January 5, Source carcomplaints. The agency
tasked with keeping our highways and roads safe has determined that a roof suddenly
detatching from a car at 65mph doesn't warrant a recall. Tagged investigation Posted on
February 8, Source carcomplaints. In some cases, the entire roof flies off while driving. The CUE
infotainment system found in most Cadillac vehicles has a screen with major design and
installation flaws resulting in bubbles, cracks, and an unresponsive interface. The XLR roadster
comes with a retractable roof system that is supposed to give owners the option of riding

around with the top down. Unfortunately, a problem with the adhension of the roof means
owners may suddenly find themselves riding arâ€¦. There's enough water accumulating inside
SRX headlight assemblies to fry the bulb. Meanwhile, GM continues to replace the assemblies
with the same defective parts. All Problems. Each with their own trim levels, bodystyles, and
special blend of headaches. A group of years for a specific model with the same design,
features, and problems. Grouping all models by their year can reveal some baddies. Running
tally of owner grievances filed to CarComplaints. XLR owners have made so many complaints
about the roof detatching from the frame that it sparked a federal investigation back in February
of But during the course of that investigation, safety regulators discovered that most of the
complaints happened more than 10 years after the cars were manufactured and that, along with
what they're calling a "relatively low incident report rate", wasn't enough to issue a recall.
Following in the footsteps of a Missouri lawsuit earlier this month, a new lawsuit has been filed
in Michigan asking for the same reimbursements offered to owners in Florida and California.
The lawsuit points to multiple TSBs as evidence that GM has known about this issue since but
continues to sell cars with the same defects. The plaintiffs point to a series of technical service
bulletins TSB GM sent to its dealerships between and as proof the automaker knew about
installation problems. Specifically how a lack of preperation allowed moisture to enter the
screens, effecting the bond between the glass and laminate surfaces. Earlier this year Cadillac
offered to reimburse expenses related to the problem for owners in Florida and California, but
attempts to nationalize the lawsuit were shot down. This latest lawsuit, filed in Missouri, is
another sign of how widespread this problem is. The best way to find out what's wrong with a
vehicle is from the people who drive them. Not only do owner complaints help us rank vehicles
by reliability, but they're often used to spark class-action lawsuits and warranty extensions.
Plus, they're a great way to vent. Add a complaint. Delaminated CUE Screens The CUE
infotainment system found in most Cadillac vehicles has a screen with major design and
installation flaws resulting in bubbles, cracks, and an unresponsive interface. Unfortunately, a
problem with the adhension of the roof means owners may suddenly find themselves riding
arâ€¦ Continue Water in SRX Headlights There's enough water accumulating inside SRX
headlight assemblies to fry the bulb. Continue All Problems. Key Numbers 27 models Each with
their own trim levels, bodystyles, and special blend of headaches. Tagged investigation Posted
on January 5, Source carcomplaints. The agency tasked with keeping our highways and roads
safe has determined that a roof suddenly detatching from a car at 65mph doesn't warrant a
recall. Tagged lawsuit Posted on September 25, Source carcomplaints. Stop me if you've heard
this one before. Tagged lawsuit Posted on September 21, Source carcomplaints. A second
class-action lawsuit has been filed demanding General Motors take action to fix or reimburse
owners related to CUE system repairs. Tagged lawsuit Posted on September 16, Source
carcomplaints. Tagged lawsuit Posted on September 9, Source carcomplaints. A new lawsuit
has popped up as SRX owners across the country continue to have mositure problems with
their headlights. Despite only being a couple of years old, the Cadillac XT4 model year already
has 10 complaints submitted to CarComplaints. The website collects the problems that owners
have had with their vehicles and displays them visually by model year and problem category.
The number of complaints is high for such a new SUV, but other vehicles, including the Cadillac
XT5 , have seen high complaints in their very first model year. Three owners dealt with either a
stalled vehicle or an error code. Two of the owners ended up needing to have their SUVs towed
to a repair shop. The check engine light also came on after the SUVs stalled. One owner had the
transmission replaced. With the uncertainty of the problem, there was no average repair cost. It
did appear at a very low average mileage, appearing around 5, miles. The problem appeared at
just miles after owning the SUV for three days. The check engine light also came on. This
problem appeared at miles. While some owners with transmission problems had the check
engine light illuminate, another owner submitted having the check engine light on as a separate
engine problem. This was one of two engine problems reported, and the light came on around 2,
miles. The owner actually had the light come on three separate times. The other owner
experienced excessive oil consumption. The problem happened around 7, miles. After having a
previous transmission problem, the owner found that rain or going through the car wash
caused hissing and smoke to come from his radiator. The issue started very quickly with less
than 50 miles on the SUV. The Cadillac XT4. This company is not yet accredited. See reviews
below to learn more or submit your own review. Cadillac is a division of General Motors that
manufactures luxury cars. Read reviews for their models:. A link has directed you to this review.
Its location on this page may change next time you visit. For more information about reviews on
ConsumerAffairs. We have a 14 ats. We bought new.. The cue cracked later, it was under
warranty so they fixed it And fix it right We paid a lot of money for this car. Our experience with
the SRX has been bad from the start. Cue system, transmission troubles but now they will not

stand behind a poor product design with the headlight problem. This is a safety problem for
whoever drives this car at night. It is a well documented problem that they will not stand behind.
Shame on you Cadillac, when someone dies it will be on you. Get buying tips about Car Brands
delivered to your inbox. Thank you, you have successfully subscribed to our newsletter! Enjoy
reading our tips and recommendations. Worst mistake.. It has been a nightmare after another..
The cooling fan runs by itself.. Took it to a GMC mechanic 3 times changing different parts
every time, works fine for few days and start acting up again.. Headlights are a nightmare.. Also
changed them. Still not good.. Cadillac sent a letter about a class action on this matter, they had
reject to pay me back because lack of proof even tho I sent the estimate and receipt.. I can keep
going but it would be pages.. Just don't buy a cadillac.. You'll get yourself into a nightmare. I
have taken my vehicle in for service multiple times to have the headlamps worked on but they
are still not working. My husband and I have done research and read about many issues other
consumers have had with the lights. I am very worried something could happen while driving at
night. I can't believe they treat their customers this way. We now have 11 months left on the
lease. For the past 7 months the car has been in the service department Days. That's 6. It
started out with somewhat minor issues. In April 24 thru May 3 of with miles on it we had
planned on buying the lease out so tried to keep the miles low the Cue system needed replaced,
all 4 tires needed replaced because of an alignment issue, rear tail assembly needed replaced,
Internal failure of rear body structure stop lamp replaced. Then on November 25 with miles it
went back into the service department. Car needed a whole new engine, new turbo, fuel
injectors plus so much more. Car just stopped. It was in the service dept for 68 days. Got it back
January 31 Went back into the shop February 24 for 11 more days. Air conditioner went out of it.
Got the car back March 5. On March 16th back into the shop for 75 more days. Had to rework the
whole engine, replace both turbos this time plus so much more. Got the car back May 29 Car
went back into service June 5 and is still there 20 days later. Needs 2 new tires and a new
steering box because it's showing aligned but it is shredding the tires. We have had a case
open with Cadillac for quite some time. Asked them to take the car back in November when it
needed a new engine. They said no. Asked again in March when it need the new engine
reworked for 75 days. The car has now been in the service dept for days in the last 7 months.
We have had to continue making our monthly lease payments even though we have not had the
car. We have 11 months left on the lease. Cadillac as of yesterday June 23 still says we have to
keep paying on the lease. They won't take the car back. Fair warning. I have every invoice
showing the repairs needed on a car that had miles on it. I would be happy to supply them. It's
obvious by their actions that they do not care about anyone as a customer. They will milk us for
the rest on this lease and then they will resale the car to someone when the car will have no
warranty. They just care about the money! My parents have owned many older model Cadillac
and had great experiences, other than any repairs are expensive. I bought a SRX used with low
mileage. One of the problems is a particular code that is not specific to a problem but rather has
a list of possible problems to be fixed. They just go down the list and keep fixing and charging
you until the problem is resolved. They have given me discounts on parts at times but this is
still unacceptable expectations coming from such a top brand car manufacturer. Other
problems, back up camera, air conditioner, oil leak I will not buy another Cadillac and will sever
my ties with the brand this week! Bought my SRX last year. Received a letter over the weekend
about the moisture in the light itself. Took it to the dealership and was told that I needed both
changed and new bulbs that would be covered by GM. If their certified tech at their branded
dealership says they need replaced, why am I paying anything? I am a owner of a Cadillac SRX.
They are only willing to reimburse after repairs are done which could cost the customer up to 1,
So my question next was what if the customer cannot afford the expense upfront? I cannot
explain how taken advantage of I felt, Shame on you GM. You acknowledge upfront the problem
is moisture related issues causing headlights that you placed in these vehicle to fail but you will
only reimburse those who can afford to have them fixed first on their own if then During
research I read reviews where some people have been waiting months to get their money back. I
am not sure what is going to happen in my case but for anyone reading this review please
beware. It is unacceptable how GM treats its customers and their their regard for customer
safety. The lights go from very dim to non existant in a matter of seconds from the get go!
Shame on you GM! In fact, they gave me overinflated prices for the repairs and incorrect
assessment of the issue. Firstly, my rear bearing went. Nothing to be done about that except to
fix it. Next month, my lift gate failed and dropped right on my head. After moving out of the way
and letting the lift gate fall closed, it refused to open again. Not manually and not with any of the
power buttons. The mechanic said it could be the module, the struts, the shocks or even the
motor. As I was deliberating what to do next, the Cue system the touchscreen where everything
relies on stopped working. I had no central control over heating, music, navigation or anything

else, on top of no trunk. I took my car to a mechanic who boasted previous work for Cadillac to
see what his prices were. He used the manual release hidden behind the tail light. After that, he
told me that there was a problem that plagued a lot of SRXs. The moon roof drainage lines,
when backed up, leak into the trunk of the SRX under the spare tire area. So, we checked and
yes indeed, there were gallons of water in my trunk. The lift gate module and the motor were
both submerged. So, in the end I had to pay for the 2 new struts, new motor and new module. I
now have to go back to Cadillac to have the module reprogrammed as only Cadillac can do it.
Unfortunately, there will be a real chance of it happening again, as there was no way to fix the
drainage problem. My car is only a It has 86, km which is just outside their warranty period.
Cadillac boast their comfort, their quality and their care for their drivers. When I bought a
Cadillac, I thought I would have a quality vehicle that would last, while providing a comfort that
my children and I would l
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ove. That did not happen. At all. Buying a Cadillac was the worst car decision I have ever made
and it has cost me thousands of dollars and dozens of hours in repair time. It is not worth it.
Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe easily.
Search local inventory today! Read reviews for their models: Cadillac Escalade reviews. Search
local inventory and find your next vehicle on Rydeshopper. Car Make Car Make. Car Model Car
Model. Time for a new car and not sure where to start? Sort: Recent. Most helpful. Filter by:
Any. How do I know I can trust these reviews about Cadillac? Page 1 Reviews 0 - Original
review: Jan. Original review: Dec. Not sure how to choose? Original review: Nov. Original
review: Aug. Original review: June 8, My parents have owned many older model Cadillac and
had great experiences, other than any repairs are expensive. Original review: Feb. Get the news
you need delivered to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter.

